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4 Day Paris Extension 
 

 
 
CUSTOM ITINERARY – YOUR FLEXIBLE INCLUSIONS DATES –– 4 DAY EXTENSION 

Day 1 Paris: Paris 

 
Upon arrival at the airport, you will be met by your VIP Guest Relations Specialist who will 
escort you through immigration and customs and forward through the airport to the baggage 
claim area. You will meet your private English-speaking driver who will manage your luggage 
and transfer you to your hotel in central Paris. (TBD) 
 
Upon arrival at the hotel you will be met by the concierge for a Parisian Welcome and VIP 
Check-in experience. The hotel will manage your luggage and deliver it to your accommodation 
once your room is available for occupation.  
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After check-in, meet your Private English speaking driver & professional local guide in the lobby 
of the hotel for a morning walking tour of the fabulous Marais. You will begin with a stop at one 
of the local cafés for a treat and to gather your bearings of this very unique and interesting 
district of Paris.  
 
The Marais is full of all types of shops, boutiques, bakeries, butchers, cheese shops, tea shops, 
fresh markets, chocolate boutiques, and so much more… You will leisurely walk through the 
district stopping at the places that interest you most. You will sample many products this 
morning as you make your way through one of the best places for local shopping in the city.  
 
*In your Celebration Escapes Creative Planning Session you will have made some decisions 
about the types of interests and passions you have, which will dictate the places visited and the 
itinerary inclusions for your time in Paris. 
 
You will be returned to your hotel where you are at leisure to have lunch, or just enjoy a 
pleasant beverage in the hotel until your accommodations are ready.  
 
Lunch is on your own today.  See Celebration Escapes Restaurant Collection for 
recommendations for dining in Paris.  
 
In the early evening, approximately 4:30pm, you will meet your English-speaking driver & 
professional local guide in the lobby of your hotel for your evening highlights driving tour of 
Paris. Your guide will introduce you to some of the most interesting districts and neighborhoods 
in the city, will give you advice on survival tips for your visit, and point out some of the most 
interesting sites in all of Paris.  
 
Dinner is en-route this evening at a wonderful restaurant near your evening entertainment. Your 
reservations are pre-arranged so there will be no delays. (Payment for the meal is at time of 
service in the restaurant.) 
 
8:30pm: Arrive at Moulin Rouge and be escorted to your reserved seats for your VIP Show and 
Champagne.  

 
Moulin Rouge's current show, "Feerie", consists of a 
troupe of 100 artists, including the 60 Doriss Girls, 
recruited world-wide; 1000 costumes of feathers, 
rhinestones and sequins, set up in the most famous 
Parisian workshops; sumptuous sets in shimmering 
colors uniquely designed by Italian artists; the best, 
most outstanding international acts; and the awaited 
return of the giant aquarium.  
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Guests are requested to arrive a half hour prior to the show's 
commencement.  
 
Dress code – semi-formal; suit and tie suggested Show runs 
nightly year round except December 31 
 
 
 
 

 
10:30pm: Meet your private English-speakign Driver outside of the theater for your return 
transfer to your hotel. 
      

 
 

Day 2 Paris: Paris – Versailles – Giverny - Paris 

 
Breakfast in the hotel. 
 
After breakfast, meet your private English-speaking driver & professional local guide in the 
lobby of your hotel to begin your full day tour of two of the most wonderful places on the 
outskirts of Paris. Today you will visit Versailles and Giverny (the home of Claude Monet).  
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Enjoy an Introduction by your local expert guide to the century of the Sun King and the 
history of the Palace. Customized visit of the Park of Versailles, the Grand Canal, the 
Grand Trianon, the Petit Trianon, the Hamlet of Queen Marie-Antoinette.  
 

  
 
Discovery of the architecture of the chateau and the outbuildings.  

  
 
Pre-arranged Reservations with no waiting in line, Private guided visit of the Royal 
Apartments, the Chapel, the Hall of Mirrors, the Queen's Apartments, the Hall of the 
Battles.  
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For the final touch, a small private walking tour through the magnificent gardens and groves 
of the most famous palace in the world. 
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After your visit to Versailles, you will enjoy lunch in one of the local restaurants in the town 
just outside of the gates of the palace. (Payment due upon service at the restaurant.) 
 
After lunch, you will Drive to Giverny. Along the way your guide will offer you interesting 
information about the places and areas that you are passing through, answer questions 
about the area, and Giverny. 
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Upon arrival at Giverny, you will enjoy a 
Private, tailored visit of Monet's house, 
the formal enclosed Norman Garden, the 
Water Garden with the Waterlily Pond and 
the Japanese Bridge and the Workshop.  
 
You will have plenty of time as you make 
your leisurely pass through the property 
for extended moments in any given 
location, photo opportunities, and just 
ambling in the gardens.  
 
 

   
 
After leaving Giverny, drive back to Paris along the charming "Route des Cretes", discovery 
of the exceptional panorama overlooking the Seine Valley, a watch tower of the 10th 
century, the village and 12th century chateau of La Roche Guyon. 

 
 Stop in the village of Vetheuil where Monet lived for 
3 years. Your gudie will give you information on this 
beautiful little spot and interesting tid-bits about 
Monet’s time here in the town. 
 
You will continue on your route and be delivered 
back at your hotel this afternoon. You will be at 
leisure for the remainder of the day.  
 
Dinner is on your own tonight. See Celebration 
Escapes Restaurant Collection for recommendations 
for dining in Paris.   
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Day 3 Paris: Paris 

 
Breakfast in the hotel. 
 
After breakfast, meet your private English-speaking driver & professional local guide in the 
lobby of your hotel to begin your special VIP tours in Paris today. 
 

The Opera Garnier 
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The places you will visit today are highly prized and 
often very busy. Today you are a VIP and will have 
immediate access into these famous sites, enjy Private 
Customized Behind-the-Scenes Visits and extra special 
care of your person as you visit some of the most 
spectacular monuments and historical sights of Paris.  
 
The Opera Garnier, Vendome Square, Palais Royal, 
Louvre, Arc du Carrousel, Ile de la Cite, Conciergerie 
and the Sainte Chapelle. 
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After a guided inside visit of Notre-Dame, stroll on the Ile St. Louis, then onto the Left Bank of 
the Seine.  
 

   
 
See the Church Saint Severin, the Sorbonne, Pantheon, Luxembourg Garden with the Statue of 
Liberty, the Church St. Sulpice, St. Germain District and the Orsay Museum.  
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We continue our private exploration of Paris on the Concorde Square, Madeleine Church, 
Champs Elysees, Grand Palais, the Invalides with Napoleon's Tomb, the Ecole Militaire, Eiffel 
Tower (photo stop), Arc de Tromphe and a brief private walking tour of the artistic village of 
Montmartre with the Sacre Coeur Church.  
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Lunch is en-route today. Your guide will recommend restaurant options for dining in the area 
today. (Payment is due at the restaurant at time of service). 
 
After Lunch, your tour will continue with a very special visit to one of the top Desert Chefs in 
Paris. You will arrive at the Chef’s House for your afternoon Dessert/Chocolate Cooking Class. 
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For those with a sweet tooth, spending the afternoon learning to 
make 2 or 3 different dessert or chocolate specialties with a 
professional desert chef, who offers classes in a real family 
home, is a very special occassion.  
 
You will be able to taste all of the delicacies from today’s calss 
and the session includes cooking and a hot beverage while 
tasting the sweets.  

 
After the class you will be returned to your hotel where you will be at leisure for the remainder of 
the day.  
 
Dinner is on your own tonight. See Celebration Escapes Restaurant Collection for 
recommendations for dining in Paris.  
 

Day 4 Paris: Paris - Onward 

 
Breakfast in the hotel. 
 
After breakfast, meet your private English-speaking driver in the lobby of your hotel to transfer 
you to the airport for your flight onward to your next destination.  If this extension is at the end 
of your journey in Europe, then you will be transferred to meet your international flight to the 
US and Home. 
 
End of Services. 

 

Ready to plan your journey? Contact us today ! 678-500-9548 
 

Schedule Your Creative Planning Session Now!  
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